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UPDATE  

Horizons is currently preparing for the big date (August 5 to 7), by making final orders 

for food, getting materials for sessions ready, and getting staff trained and ready for the 

conference this weekend (July 30 and 31).  

 

SERVICE USAGE  

Service usage statistics will be available in my final EB report based on delegates reports 

before and after conference. As of right now, approximately 180 delegates are registered 

for the conference.  

 

PAST EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

Since my last report the main activity we have been working on as a planning team has 

been getting everything ready for the conference. Some highlights of the summer in 

relation to portfolios: 

 

 Coordinator – space bookings for training through conference services (MDCL 

1105 for big group sessions, breakout rooms in MUSC) 

 Events – speaker booking (Horizons alumni Paige and Ben), McMaster Improv 

team, Westdale theatre, and general conference schedule creation. 

 LDL – Creation of conference schedule with Events and myself, LDL selection, 

session group pairings, and staff conflict protocol development. 

 Sessions – finalizing sessions and the sessions manual content, piloting sessions 

with current LDs, aiding in session group pairing selection with myself and LDL. 

 Publications – development of the sessions and delegate manual, social media 

promotions for registration, designing staff and delegate swag.  

 Extenal – securing sponsors for the conference, planning successfest for the 

conference weekend.   

 

UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES  

The conference is on August 5, and is rapidly approaching. We are hoping our 

preparations over the next two weeks will be fruitful to ensure the best possible 

experience for those attending this year. Even sooner than that is training weekend where 
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we will have to empower our staff (50 of which have never done Horizons before) to feel 

confident in their roles and that they can be successful as Horizons LD and SET. 

 

BUDGET  

In conversations with Ryan, and projecting for the service, it is very clear that Horizons 

will go over budget this year (and by a siginicant amount as well). My sentiments to the 

Executive Board, based on knowledge I have gained with being part of this service for 4 

years now, are that greater delegate numbers do not necessarily equate to a better 

conference experience. The reality is that this conference CAN run with 200 delegates, 

but based on prior experience last year and forsight for this year it may not be sustainable 

or run smoothly. The face of this campus is constantly changing. The renovations in 

MUSC have been incredibly challenging to navigate because a space like the atrium – 

which can house a large group like Horizons – was converted and still may not be 

functional by the time conference runs. The cost of food is going up, the cost of 

conference services will continue to go up as well. 1280 cannot accommodate a group 

this large in their own restaurant, either. All of these changes make running this 

conference at or under budget extremely difficult without sacrificing the high quality 

experience Horizons always delivers on. 

 

The purpose of me saying this is to be critical of this service, and to be critical of its 

future direction. Back to the budget, it is important that we are cognizant of the fact that 

running this conference on campus is expensive. I have done everything in my power to 

reduce costs where necessary, such as offering a reduced sessions budget and opting for 

free keynote speakers and guest performances. However, in order to expand this 

conference to fit our goals as a planning team like going off campus, and having more 

food for delegates – all of which we deemed as important – there were additional costs as 

well. Moving forward, I think it would be important for future Horizons coordinators to 

strike permanent contracts with vendors they will always rely on to keep costs from 

rising.  

 

VOLUNTEERS 

I am monitoring the planning team to ensure they feel motivated and empowered to 

crunch these last two weeks, but also taking time to be mindful of their personal needs. 

We are taking care of this conference, and taking care of each other. Following staff 

training we will have a better understanding of the needs of our staff and how to make the 

conference accessible to them and to ensure that everyone has a fulfilling, fun, and safe 

experience.  

 

CURRENT CHALLENGES  

The budget is a challenge I have already talked about, and one that I am willing to hear 

feedback on. Also, the MSU Survey system through Forge has caused me severe 

frustration all summer and I think we should work towards finding a solution to minimize 

duplicated registrants or failed payment issues.  

 

SUCCESSES  

Things are coming together slowly, but surely. 


